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SHRINKING TARGETS FOR IETS: EXTENDING A THEOREM
OF KURZWEIL
JON CHAIKA
Abstract. Given an IET T : [0, 1) → [0, 1) and decreasing sequence of posi-
tive real numbers with divergent sum a = {ai}
∞
i=1
we consider
ST (a) = {(x, y) ∈ [0, 1) × [0, 1) : y ∈ B(T
ix, ai) for infinitely many i}
where B(x, r) is the ball of radius r about x. We prove that
(1) for any fixed a for almost every IET T the set ST (a) has full Lebesgue
measure.
(2) For almost every IET there exists a such that ST (a) has zero Lebesgue
measure.
(3) If one restricts to non-increasing sequences of positive real numbers
with divergent sum which have the additional property that iai is non-
increasing then for almost every IET T the set ST (a) has full Lebesgue
measure for all such sequences.
We prove related results for geodesic flows on translation surfaces and stronger
results which treat the measure of every horizontal and vertical line of ST (a).
Let (X, d) be a compact metric space and T : X → X be a µ-ergodic map where
µ is a finite Borel measure. It follows from the Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem that
µ(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T ix, ǫ)) = µ(X) for every ǫ > 0 and µ-almost every x. This means
that µ-almost every point x lands in the ball of radius ǫ centered about µ-almost
every point y infinitely often. This is equivalent to stating lim inf
i→∞
d(T ix, y) = 0
for µ × µ-almost every (x, y). The shrinking target problem seeks to establish
quantitative analogues of this; that is, let a = {ai}∞i=1 be a decreasing sequence
of positive numbers, is µ(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T ix, ai)) = µ(X) for µ-almost every x? The
Borel-Cantelli Theorem provides a necessary condition (
∞∑
i=1
µ(B(T ix, ai)) =∞) and
therefore shrinking target theorems often take the form of partial converses to the
Borel-Cantelli Theorem. Let us recall the Borel-Cantelli Theorem.
Theorem 1. (Borel-Cantelli) Let µ be a probability measure and {Ai}∞i=1 be a
sequence of µ-measurable sets.
(1) If
∞∑
i=1
µ(Ai) <∞ then µ(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
Ai) = 0.
(2) If µ(Ai ∩ Aj) = µ(Ai)µ(Aj) for all i 6= j then
∞∑
i=1
µ(Ai) = ∞ implies
µ(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
Ai) = 1.
The converse to the first part of the Borel-Cantelli Theorem is false, but the
second part tells us that the converse holds when the sets are independent. In this
way shrinking target properties are partial converses; they provide that divergence
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of the measures of the sets considered implies that the set limsup has full measure
under additional assumptions on the sets.
Given (X,T ), a sequence of measurable sets A1, A2, ... ⊂ X is said to be Borel-
Cantelli if µ-almost every x satisfies T ix ∈ Ai for infinitely many i. (Equivalently,
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
T−i(Ai) has full µ measure.) (X, d, T ) is said to satisfy the Monotone
Shrinking Target Property (MSTP) if the sequence of measurable sets given by
Ai = B(y, ai) is Borel-Cantelli for any y, and any decreasing sequence of positive
numbers {ai}∞i=1 with
∞∑
i=1
µ(B(y, ai)) = ∞. We refer the reader interested in the
Monotone Shrinking Target Property to the survey [1] and the accessible paper
[11], which reproves Kurzweil’s result that rotations by badly approximable num-
bers are exactly the rotations satisfying MSTP and also provides the first example
of a mixing system that does not satisfy MSTP.
In the 1950’s J. Kurzweil established a result for rotations which largely motivates
this paper. Define Rα : [0, 1)→ [0, 1) to be Rα(x) = x+α−⌊x+α⌋, rotation by α.
Theorem 2. (Kurzweil [20]) For any decreasing sequence of positive real numbers
{ai}
∞
i=1 with divergent sum there exists V ⊂ [0, 1), a full measure set of α, such that
for all α ∈ V we have
λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(Riα(x), ai)
)
= 1
for every x.
On the other hand,
λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(Riα(x), ai)
)
= 1
for every x and every decreasing sequence of positive real numbers {ai}∞i=1 with
divergent sum iff α is badly approximable.
Recall that α is badly approximable if the terms in its continued fraction expan-
sion are uniformly bounded. Because badly approximable numbers are a (meager)
set of measure 0, Lebesgue almost every α does not satisfy MSTP. Additionally,
a part of Kurzweil’s Theorem treats fixing a sequence and making a full measure
statement rather than addressing all sequences satisfying a property at once.
This paper extends Kurzweil’s results to interval exchange transformations
(IETs) and geodesic flows on translation surfaces. The first section establishes ter-
minology and states the theorems. The main results of this paper are Corollary 1
and Theorems 7, 8 and 9.
1. Terminology and statement of results
Definition 1. Given L = (l1, l2, ..., ld) where li ≥ 0, we obtain d sub-intervals of
the interval [0,
d∑
i=1
li):
I1 = [0, l1), I2 = [l1, l1 + l2), ..., Id = [l1 + ...+ ld−1, l1 + ...+ ld−1 + ld).
Given a permutation π on the set {1, 2, ..., d}, we obtain a d-Interval Exchange
Transformation (IET) T : [0,
d∑
i=1
li) → [0,
d∑
i=1
li) which exchanges the intervals Ii
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according to π. That is, if x ∈ Ij then
T (x) = x−
∑
k<j
lk +
∑
π(k′)<π(j)
lk′ .
If T is an IET, let L(T ) denote the length vector of T and π(T ) denote the
permutation of T . The IET with length vector L and permutation π is denoted
SL,π. It is often convenient to restrict one’s attention to IETs mapping from [0, 1) to
[0, 1). In this case, IETs with a fixed permutation on {1, 2, ..., d} are parametrized
by the standard simplex in Rd, ∆d = {(l1, ..., ld) : li ≥ 0,
∑
li = 1}. We will denote
Lebesgue measure on ∆d by md. We will denote Lebesgue measure on the unit
interval (where unit length IETs act) by λ. A permutation on {1, ..., d} is irreducible
if π({1, ..., k}) 6= {1, ..., k} for any k < d. These are the permutations that yield
IETs with dense orbits [14] and thus are the interesting IETs from the standpoint of
shrinking target properties. The term almost every IET refers to Lebesgue measure
on the disjoint union of all the simplices corresponding to irreducible permutations
(which we view as the parameterizing space of all the IETs we are considering).
The following shrinking target results are known for IETs.
Theorem 3. (Boshernitzan and Chaika [8]) If T is an IET that is ergodic with
respect to some measure µ then
µ
(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T ix,
ǫ
i
)
)
= 1
for any ǫ > 0 and µ-almost every x. Moreover, if lim
i→∞
iai = 0 then there exists an
irrational rotation R such that
λ
(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(Rix, ai)
)
= 0
for every x. Additionally there exists a 4-IET T0, minimal, but not ergodic with
respect to λ such that
λ
(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T i0x,
1
i
)
)
< 1
for a positive measure set of x.
The following result is known for shrinking targets about a point and is strength-
ened by Corollary 1.
Theorem 4. (Athreya and Ulcigrai [1]) Given y ∈ [0, 1) almost every IET T
satisfies the property that
λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
T−iB(y,
c
i
)
)
= 1
for some c depending on T .
Another related result,
Theorem 5. (Kim and Marmi [18]) Given an IET T let
τr(x, y) = min{n > 0 : |T
nx− y| < r}.
For almost every IET T , lim
r→0+
log(τr(x,y))
− log r = 1 for almost every x.
The lim inf part of the statement was established by Galatolo [12].
A homogeneous result has recently been proven.
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Theorem 6. (Marchese [21]) Let {ai}∞i=1 be a decreasing sequence with divergent
sum and with the additional property that {iai}∞i=1 is decreasing. For almost every
IET T
δ ∈
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T i(δ′), ai))
where δ and δ′ are any discontinuities of T .
All of the above results also have interpretations for the other dynamical system
we are concerned with: unit speed flow on translation surfaces. For an introduction
to translation surfaces see [24] or [31]. Section 1 of [25] provides a nice treatment
of a special case.
Definition 2. A translation surface Q is the finite union of polygons P1, ..., Pr
such that
(1) the sides of the polygons are oriented so that the interior lies to the left
(2) each side is identified to exactly one parallel side of the same length. They
are glued together in an opposite orientation by parallel translation.
This definition appears in [24, Definition 4]. In flat surfaces distance and a
2-dimensional volume νQ make sense because they make sense in each polygon.
Direction makes sense because of the gluings. Let us assume that there is a fixed
horizontal direction. F tθ denotes flow with unit speed in direction 2πθ to the hori-
zontal. Straight line flows with unit speed on Q are parametrized by [0, 1).
We now present slightly different idea. Fix a translation surface Q and a line
segment v¯. The flow on Q in every direction not parallel to v¯ gives an interval
exchange transformation on v¯ by the first return map (see [31, Section 5.1] for a
discussion in a survey paper). Let us choose the direction of v¯ to be the horizontal.
In this way we obtain a one parameter family of flows on Q, {F tθ}θ∈(0,1) and a
corresponding one parameter family of IETs on v¯, {Tθ}θ∈(0,1). As is the case in
Kurzweil’s Theorem we will make statements about almost every transformation.
For readability reasons we will denote Lebesgue measure on [0, 1) by mQ when it
is the parameterizing space of transformations. Recall that when [0, 1) is the space
a transformation acts on we denote Lebesgue measure by λ.
A specific case of a flat surface is a square with opposite sides identified. This
is a torus. If we let v¯ denote one of the sides of the square then Tθ is rotation by
cot(θ) mod 1 (or 2π cot(θ) on the unit circle).
Definition 3. A line segment in Q is called a saddle connection if it connects two
vertices of the surface and has no vertex in its interior.
To state the results of this paper we introduce two terms, motivated by Kurzweil’s
Theorem, in the setting of Z and R actions.
Definition 4. Let (X, d) be a compact metric space, let F be a family of µ-measure
preserving Z-actions T : (X, d)→ (X, d) and let ν be a measure on F . We say
F has the Kurzweil property if given a decreasing sequence {ai}∞i=1 such that
∞∑
i=1
µ
(
B(T ix, ai)
)
diverges for all x, ν-almost every T ∈ F satisfies the property
that
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T ix, ai) has full µ-measure for µ-almost every x
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F has the strong Kurzweil property if given a decreasing sequence {ai}∞i=1 such
that
∞∑
i=1
µ (B(x, ai)) diverges for all x then ν-almost every T ∈ F satisfies the prop-
erty that
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
T−i (B(y, ai)) has full µ-measure for every y.
In Kurzweil’s Theorem F = {Rα}α∈[0,1) and ν = λ.
We introduce the terminology because, like rotations the typical IET does not
satisfy MSTP. However, as a family they satisfy shrinking target properties. The
Kurzweil property addresses B(T ix, ai) and is dual to MSTP which addresses
T−i (B(y, ai)). The strong Kurzweil property is motivated by rephrasing Kurzweil’s
result to be closer to the MSTP. By Fubini’s Theorem the strong Kurzweil property
implies the Kurzweil property because
{(x, y) : y ∈
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T ix, ai)} = {(x, y) : x ∈
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
T−i (B(y, ai))}.
In the case of rotations the Kurzweil and strong Kurzweil properties are equivalent
because showing that there exists x0 such that λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(Riαx0, ai)
)
= 1 is
equivalent to the fact that for every x we have λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(Riαx, ai)
)
= 1 which is
equivalent to the fact that for every y we have λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
R−iα (B(y, ai))
)
= 1.
The Kurzweil property for λ preserving actions on [0, 1) considers only decreasing
sequences with divergent sum. These sequences are called standard. We state a few
properties.
(1) Let r ∈ N and r ≥ 2. Define {bi}∞i=1 by bi = ark for r
k−1 ≤ i < rk.
If {ai}∞i=1 is standard then {bi}
∞
i=1 is standard. It is obviously non-
increasing. To see that it has divergent sum notice that by our assump-
tion that {ai}∞i=1 is non-increasing
∞∑
k=0
rk+1ark ≥
∞∑
i=1
ai. Also notice that
∞∑
k=0
rk+1ark ≤ r
2
∞∑
i=1
bi.
(2) If {ai}∞i=1 is standard and S is a subset of N with positive lower density then∑
i∈S
ai =∞. To see this notice that if S has positive lower density the there
exists c > 0 such that for all big enough r and k we have |S ∩ [rk, rk+1]| >
crk. Therefore
∑
i∈S
ai diverges with
∞∑
k=1
crkark+1 .
(3) If bi ≤ ai then
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T ix, bi) ⊂
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T ix, ai).
(4) To establish the Kurzweil and strong Kurzweil properties it suffices to con-
sider {ai}∞i=1 with lim sup
n→∞
nan = 0. This follows from the previous property.
We now extend the definition of the Kurzweil and strong Kurzweil properties to
R-actions.
Definition 5. Let F be a family of µ-measure preserving R-actions
F : (X, d)→ (X, d) and let ν be a measure on F . F is said to satisfy
the Kurzweil property if for any decreasing function f : R → R+ such that
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∫∞
0
µ (B(F tx, f(t))) dt = ∞ for all x, ν-almost every F ∈ F satisfies the prop-
erty that
∞
∩
n=1
∪
t≥n
B(F tx, f(t)) has full µ-measure for µ-almost every x.
F is said to satisfy the strong Kurzweil property if for any decreasing function
f : R→ R+ such that
∫∞
0
µ (B(x, f(t))) dt =∞ for all x then ν-almost every F ∈ F
satisfies the property that
∞
∩
n=1
∪
t≥n
F−t (B(y, f(t))) has full µ-measure for every y.
Theorem 7. Let Q be a translation surface then
F = {F tθ : Q→ Q flow in direction θ with unit speed}
and measure mQ satisfies the strong Kurzweil property.
Theorem 7 holds for every translation surface and therefore applies to the billiard
in any fixed rational polygon. This is because following [13] we may unfold a billiard
table that is a rational polygon to reinterpret the billiard trajectories as straight
line flows on a translation surface.
Remark 1. Theorem 7 says that if
Sθ(f) =
{
(x, y) ∈ Q×Q : x ∈
∞
∩
n=1
∪
t≥n
F−tθ (B(y, f(t)))
}
then for any fixed f decreasing with divergent integral almost every θ has the
property that
νQ ({x : (x, y0) ∈ Sθ(f)}) = 1 for every y0 ∈ Q.
Section 3 proves this and also Proposition 5 which shows that,
νQ ({y : (x0, y) ∈ Sθ(f)}) = 1 for every x0 ∈ Q.
It is easy to see that Sθ(f) is measurable.
Corollary 1. Interval exchange transformations with irreducible permutations and
measure md satisfy the strong Kurzweil property.
Establishing the above corollary and Fubini’s Theorem would not establish The-
orem 7, which holds for every translation surface.
Remark 2. Corollary 1 strengthens Theorem 4. Given any standard {ai}
∞
i=1, al-
most every IET has the property that λ
(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
T−i(B(y, ai))
)
= 1 simultaneously
for all y.
These results state that IETs satisfy strong shrinking target properties, however
this is not the complete picture.
Theorem 8. For almost every IET T , there exists a standard sequence
aT := {ai}∞i=1 such that
λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T ix, ai)
)
= 0
for λ-almost every x.
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That is, almost every IET does not satisfy MSTP. This result is a little deceptive
because
Theorem 9. There exists a full measure set of IETs V such that for any standard
sequence a where iai is eventually monotone
λ
(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T ix, ai)
)
= 1
for any T ∈ V and for every x.
The condition on sequences in this theorem is common and appears, for exam-
ple, in Theorem 6 and earlier in [17, Theorem 32]. One way to think of Theo-
rem 9 is that it says that for almost every IET the standard sequences such that
λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B
(
T ix, ai
))
= 0 for some x violate a mild regularity condition.
Remark 3. For rotations there is a necessary and sufficient condition:
λ
(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(Riαx, ai)
)
= 1 for every x and any standard sequence {ai}∞i=1 where
iai is eventually monotone if and only if lim sup
n→∞
log(qn(α))
n
< ∞ where qn(α) is the
denominator of the nth convergent of α. This set excludes all Louiville α, however it
also excludes some α that are of Roth type. Recall that α is said to be of Roth type
if for any ǫ > 0 we have min{|Rnα(0) − 0|, |R
n
α(0)− 1|} > n
−1−ǫ for all but finitely
many n. Almost every α is of Roth type. The proof of the sufficiency of this con-
dition is a straightforward application of Section 6. To show the necessity assume
α does not have this form and use the target aj =
1
j log(Ni)
for all Ni−1 ≤ j < Ni
for a sequence of Ni chosen similarly to Section 4.
The plan for this paper is to first establish the Kurzweil property for IETs and
flows on flat surfaces. Then we establish the strong Kurzweil property (Theorem
7). Then we show that almost every IET fails MSTP (Theorem 8), which is a
straightforward application of Veech’s proof that almost every IET is rigid. Then
we use Rauzy-Veech induction to show Theorem 9.
2. Proof of the Kurzweil property
The main results of this section, Proposition 3 and Corollary 5, establish the
Kurzweil property for flat surfaces. The proof of the strong Kurzweil property in
the next section is a little more complicated but mainly follows the lines of this
proof.
Theorem 10. (Kerkchoff, Masur and Smillie [16]) Let Q be a translation surface
then for almost every θ, F tθ and Tθ are uniquely ergodic with respect to νQ and λ
respectively.
This allows us to make the following reduction which is a straightforward appli-
cation of ergodicity whose proof is included for completeness.
Proposition 1. If T is a λ-ergodic IET, {ai}∞i=1 is non-increasing and x has
λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T ix, ai)
)
> 0 then λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T ix, ai)
)
= 1.
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If a positive measure set of x have
λ
(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T ix, ai)
)
= 1 then λ
(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T ix, ai)
)
= 1
for λ-almost every x. If
λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
T−i(B(y, ai))
)
> 0 then λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
T−i(B(y, ai))
)
= 1.
If a positive measure set of y have
λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
T−i(B(y, ai))
)
= 1 then λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
T−i(B(y, ai))
)
= 1
for λ-almost every y.
Proof. Consider the measurable set G = {(x, y) : y ∈
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T ix, ai)}. Be-
cause a is non-increasing if (x, y) ∈ G then (T (x), y) ∈ G. Also, T is a piecewise
isometry, so for any y outside the orbits of discontinuity points, (x, y) ∈ G implies
(x, T−1(y)) ∈ G. Therefore, by ergodicity if
λ ({y : (x0, y) ∈ G}) > 0 then λ ({y : (x0, y) ∈ G}) = 1.
Also
λ ({x : (x, y0) ∈ G}) > 0 implies λ ({x : (x, y0) ∈ G}) = 1.

This implies that it suffices to show that for almost every θ (those such that F tθ
and Tθ are uniquely ergodic), λ(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T iθx, ai)) > 0. To establish this property
we use the following result.
Lemma 1. Let ǫ > 0, e > 0 and n, t ∈ N. If {z1, ..., zn} ⊂ R are
e
n
separated and
S ⊂ R is a set of measure ǫ that is the union of t intervals then the inequality
λ
(
n
∪
i=1
B(zi, δ)\S
)
> (n− 2t−
nǫ
e
)δ
holds for any δ < e2n .
Proof. At most ǫ
e
+2t of the points can lie within a e2n neighborhood of S. This is
because an interval of length l can contain at most ⌈ l
e
⌉ points that are e separated.
Therefore all but ǫ
e
+ 2t of the points {z1, z2, ..., zn} have B(zi, δ) ∩ S = ∅ and the
lemma follows. 
Remark 4. The statement of this lemma is abstract. It is used in this paper to
show that under suitable assumptions for some ǫ > 0 we have λ
(
∞
∪
i=N
B(T ix, ai)
)
> ǫ
for any N . This is done by showing that
λ
(
rk+1
∪
i=rk
B(T ix, ai)\
rk
∪
i=N
B(T ix, ai)
)
is proportional to rkark+1 when λ
(
rk
∪
i=N
B(T ix, ai)
)
is small and {T i(x)}r
k+1
i=rk has
many e
rk+1
separated points.
Motivated by this lemma we will assume lim
n→∞
nan = 0 and make the following
definition to determine when we can apply Lemma 1.
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Definition 6. Let eT (n) be the smallest distance between discontinuities of T
n.
Theorem 11. (Boshernitzan) Let Q be a polygon with quadratic growth of saddle
connections, then
lim
ǫ→0
sup
n>0
λ
(
{θ : eTθ (n) <
ǫ
n
}
)
= 0.
This appears in [4, page 750]. Recall that a translation surface is said to have
quadratic growth of saddle connections if there exists a constant C such that the
number of saddle connections with length less than L is smaller than CL2 for all
large L. By repeating the arguments in the proof of this result in a translation
surface one obtains the following corollary. The key idea in the proof is the fact
that that eTθ (n) <
ǫ
n
implies that θ is at most O( ǫ
n2
) away from the direction of a
saddle connection that crosses the transversal at most n times.
Corollary 2. Let Q be any translation surface with at most quadratic growth of
saddle connections, then
lim
ǫ→0
sup
n>0
λ
(
{θ : eTθ (n) <
ǫ
n
}
)
= 0.
Theorem 12. (Masur) Flat surfaces have at most quadratic growth of saddle con-
nections.
This was proven in [23]. For an effective version proven by elementary methods
see [30].
Proposition 2. (Boshernitzan [5, Lemma 4.4]) If the orbits of the discontinuities
of T are infinite and distinct then for any interval J of size e(n) there exist natural
numbers p ≤ 0 ≤ q such that
(1) q − p ≥ n
(2) T i acts continuously on J for p ≤ i < q
(3) T i(J) ∩ T j(J) = ∅ for p ≤ i < j < q.
Corollary 3. For each translation surface and ǫ > 0 there exists cǫ < 1 such
that for each n a set of θ of measure 1 − cǫ has at least half of the points in
{T nθ (x), T
n+1
θ (x), ..., T
2n
θ (x)} pairwise
ǫ
rk+1
separated.
Proof. Choose cǫ <mQ
(
{θ : eTθ <
ǫ
2n}
)
. If eTθ >
2ǫ
n
and {B(x, ǫ
n
), ..., B(T
n
2 x, ǫ
n
)}
are not disjoint or T i is not continuous on B(x, ǫ
n
) for some 0 ≤ i ≤ n2
then by Proposition 2 we have {B(T
n
2 x, ǫ
n
), ..., B(T nx, ǫ
n
)} are disjoint and
B(T i+
n
2 x, ǫ
n
) = T iB(T
n
2 x, ǫ
n
) for any 0 ≤ i ≤ n2 . 
To establish the Kurzweil property we show that for every δ > 0 there exists an
ǫ2 > 0 such that for any set of directions V with mQ(V) > δ there exists U ⊂ V
withmQ (U) > 0 and λ
(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T iθx, ai)
)
> ǫ2 for every θ ∈ U . To establish this
Corollary 3 and Lemma 1 are used. By Theorem 10 and Proposition 1 this implies
λ
(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T iθx, ai)
)
= 1 for almost every θ.
Proposition 3. Let Q be a translation surface, then {Tθ}θ∈(0,1) with measure mQ
satisfies the Kurzweil property.
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Proof. Assume not. Then there exists a standard sequence {ai}∞i=1 and a
set of directions V , such that mQ(V) > 2δ and for any θ ∈ V we have
λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T iθx, ai)
)
= 0 for almost every x (this follows by Theorem 10 and
Proposition 1). Fix r > 8 and choose ǫ > 0 such that mQ
(
{θ : eTθ (n) <
ǫ
n
}
)
< δ2
for all n. There exists N , V ′ such that mQ(V
′) > δ and
λ
( ∞
∪
i=N
B(T iθx, ai)
)
< ǫ
1
r
for any θ ∈ V ′. (See Remark 4.)
Denote ǫ
r
by ǫ2. To see that V ′ exists notice that if λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T iθx, ai)
)
= 0
then for any ǫ > 0 there exists N (depending on ǫ and Tθ) such that
λ
( ∞
∪
i=N
B(T iθx, ai)
)
< ǫ. Then appeal to the countable subadditivity of measures.
If θ ∈ V ′ and eTθ (n) >
ǫ
n
(which is the case for a set of measure at least δ2 because
mQ(V ′) > δ and mQ
(
{θ : eTθ (n) <
ǫ
n
}
)
< δ2 ) then by Corollary 3 and Lemma 1
λ
(
rk
∪
i=rk−1
B(T iθx, ark)\
rk−1
∪
i=N
B(T iθx, ai)
)
> ark(
1
2
(rk − rk−1)− 2rk−1 −
ǫ2
ǫ
rk−1).
By our assumptions on r, ǫ, ǫ2 this is greater than ark(
1
2r
k − 72r
k−1).
From this it follows that∫
V′
λ
(
rk
∪
i=rk−1
B(T iθx, ark)\
rk−1
∪
i=N
B(T iθx, ai)
)
dθ >
1
2
mQ(V
′)ark(
1
2
rk −
7
2
rk−1).
With the observation that
∞∑
k=1
rkark diverges, we derive a contradiction. This is
because iterating the above argument for an increasing sequence of k shows that
there must be θ ∈ V ′ with λ
(
∞
∪
i=N
B(T iθx, ai)
)
> ǫ, which contradicts the definition
of V ′. 
By Fubini’s Theorem we get the following result.
Corollary 4. The set of IETs with irreducible permutations and Lebesgue measure
on the parameterizing space satisfies the Kurzweil property.
Corollary 5. Let Q be a translation surface, then {F tθ}θ∈(0,1) with measure νQ
satisfies the Kurzweil property.
Proof. Consider the full measure set of directions such that all points outside of
the orbit of a singularity have a unique pre-image on the transversal. Pick one such
direction θ and let k be the greatest first return time of F tθ to the transversal. If
u, v are points in Q and xu and xv are the pre-images of u and v on the transversal
under F tθ then u ∈
∞
∩
n=1
∪
t≥n
B (F tθv, f(t)) whenever
xu ∈
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B
(
T iθ (xv) , f (k (i+ 1))
)
.
With the observation that ai = f(ki) is a standard sequence the result follows from
Proposition 3. 
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3. Strong Kurzweil property
This section establishes the strong Kurzweil property by first showing a slightly
different dual property. Throughout this section we assume that we are in a fixed
translation surface Q.
Proposition 4. For any sequence {ai}∞i=1 the set{
θ : ∃x ∈ [0, 1) with λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T iθx, ai)
)
= 0
}
is measurable.
It suffices to show the fact that
UN,M,ǫ := {θ : ∃x ∈ [0, 1) with λ
(
M
∪
i=N
B(T iθx, ai)
)
< ǫ}
is measurable for all N,M, ǫ which follows from the next lemma.
Lemma 2. For any sequence {ai}∞i=1, δ > 0 and M ∈ N there exists A1, A2,..., a
countable partition of mQ-almost all of [0, 1) into intervals, and associated points
{xj}∞j=1 such that for each θ ∈ Aj we have
λ
(
M
∪
i=1
B(T iθxj , ai)
)
< inf
x∈[0,1)
λ
(
M
∪
i=1
B(T iθx, ai)
)
+ δ.
To be explicit, the Ai are sets of directions that parametrize the IETs and the
xi are points that the IETs act on.
Proof. For fixed x andM let {φi}∞i=1 be the sets of directions of saddle connections
which intersect the transversalM or fewer times. Let {φ′i}
∞
i=1 be the set of directions
φ′i such that T
j
φ′
i
x is a discontinuity of TMφ′
i
for some j < M . This may be a finite
set. These two sets can have at most two accumulation points, the direction of
the transversal. On any interval which does not contain one of these points T iθ(x)
changes continuously with θ. Therefore λ
(
M
∪
i=1
B(T iθxj , ai)
)
changes continuously
with θ on these intervals and the lemma follows. 
This establishes that Ai ∩ UN,M,ǫ is contained in an open set union at most 2
points which in turn is contained in Ai ∩ UN,M,ǫ+δ. Thus for any δ > 0 there is
a measurable set contained in UN,M,ǫ+δ which contains UN,M,ǫ. Intersecting these
measurable sets shows that UN,M,ǫ is measurable.
We now establish a closely related property that is easier to show than the strong
Kurzweil property and is neither stronger nor weaker. See Remark 1.
Proposition 5. Let {ai}∞i=1 be a standard sequence.
mQ
(
{θ : ∃x ∈ [0, 1) with λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T iθx, ai)
)
= 0}
)
= 0.
Proof. Assume not. By Proposition 1 we may assume that there exists a set of
directions V with mQ(V) > 2δ and for every θ ∈ V there exists xθ such that
λ
(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T iθxθ, ai)
)
= 0. Let r > 8 be a natural number and choose ǫ > 0
such that mQ
(
{θ : eTθ (n) <
ǫ
n
}
)
< δ2 . Choose ǫ2 such that ǫ2 <
ǫ
r
and ǫ2 <
1
8r .
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Choose rN such that there exist V ′ ⊂ V with mQ(V ′) > δ and each θ ∈ V ′ satisfies
λ
(
∞
∪
i=rN
B(T ix, ai)
)
< ǫ2. Choose r
M such that 112
rM∑
i=rN
riari >
1
r
. As was seen in
the proof of Proposition 3 if θ ∈ V ′ and eTθ (n) >
ǫ
n
then
λ
(
rk
∪
i=rk−1
B(T ix, ark)\
rk−1
∪
i=rN
B(T ix, ai)
)
> ark
(
1
2
(rk − rk−1)− 2rk−1 −
ǫ2
ǫ
rk−1
)
.
By our assumptions on r, ǫ, ǫ2 this is greater than ark
(
1
2r
k − 72r
k−1
)
. Following
Lemma 2 choose a partition of V into measurable sets A1, A2, ... such that for each
Aj there is xj with the property that for each T ∈ Aj
λ
(
rM
∪
i=rN
B(T i(xj), ai)
)
< inf
x∈[0,1)
λ
(
rM
∪
i=rN
B(T ix, ai)
)
+
1
4r
.
Notice that under our assumptions, which imply that ǫ2 +
1
4r <
1
24 ,
∞∑
j=1
∫
Aj
λ
(
rM
∪
i=rN
B(T i(xj), ai)
)
dT >
1
2
mQ(V
′)
1
12
rM∑
i=rN
rkark > (ǫ2 +
1
4r
)mQ(V
′).
This derives a contradiction to the definition of V ′. 
Remark 5. In the proof we used Lemma 2 to avoid any possibility of
measurability concerns with the integral; naively one would want to take∫
V′
λ
(
∞
∪
i=rN
B(T iθ(xθ), ai)
)
dθ.
Fubini’s Theorem and Proposition 5 show that for every standard sequence
{ai}
∞
i=1, mQ-almost every θ and λ-almost every y we have y ∈
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T iθx, ai)
for almost every x. Strengthening this to show that for mQ-almost every θ and
every y, {
x : y ∈
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T iθx, ai)
}
has full measure establishes the strong Kurzweil property. The first step is
Lemma 3. The set{
θ : ∃y ∈ [0, 1) with λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
T−iθ B(y, ai)
)
< 1
}
is measurable.
This is identical to Proposition 4.
Step two is establishing an analogue of Lemma 1 for this situation.
Lemma 4. Let e, ǫ > 0 and r, k ∈ N. If eT (rk+1) >
e
rk+1
and S is the union of at
most rk balls and λ(S) > ǫ then
λ
(
rk+1
∪
i=rk
T−iB(y, δ)\S
)
>
1
4
(
1
2
(rk+1 − rk)− 2rk −
ǫ
e
rk+1)δ
provided that δ < e
2rk+1
.
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Proof. Fix y and consider{
T−r
k
(B(y, δ)), ..., T−r
k+1
(B(y, δ))
}
.
By Proposition 2, we have that if eT (r
k+1) > 2δ then each T−i(B(y, δ)) in this set
is the union of at most 2 intervals. Moreover, either T−i(B(y, e
rk+1
)) is connected
for 0 < i < r
k+1−rk
2 or it isn’t. In the first case we have
rk+1−rk
2 inverse images of
B(y, δ) at least e
rk+1
separated and consider
1
2 (r
k+1−rk)
∪
i=rk
T−i(B(y, δ)). In the other
case if B(y, δ) is split then the larger of the two pieces have r
k+1−rk
2 inverse images
that are e
rk+1
separated from each other and if B(y, δ) does not split we have r
k+1−rk
2
copies of B(y, δ) that are e
rk+1
separated from each other. It follows that if
λ
(
rk−1
∪
i=N
T−i(B(y, ai))
)
< ǫ2 and eT (r
k) >
ǫ
rk
then
(1) λ

 rk⋃
i=rk−1
T−i(B(y, ai))\(
rk−1⋃
i=N
T−i(B(y, ai)))


>
1
2
(
1
2
(rk − rk−1)− 2rk−1 −
ǫ2
ǫ
rk
)
1
2
ark .

Proceeding analogously to Proposition 5 we obtain,
Proposition 6. For any translation surface Q the set {Tθ}θ∈(0,1) with Lebesgue
measure mQ satisfies the strong Kurzweil property.
Proof of Theorem 7. This follows from Proposition 6 by a parallel argument to how
Corollary 5 follows from Proposition 3. 
By Fubini’s theorem we obtain Corollary 1.
4. Almost every IET fails MSTP
Analogously to Kurzweil’s result, almost every IET does not satisfy MSTP. To
prove Theorem 8 we recall a theorem, which shows that almost every IET is rank
1 and rigid:
Theorem 13. (Veech [29, Theorem 1.4 Part I]) For almost every IET T given any
ǫ > 0 there exists N ∈ N, and an interval J ⊂ [0, 1) such that:
(1) J ∩ T n(J) = ∅ for 0 < n < N .
(2) T is continuous on T n(J) for 0 ≤ n < N .
(3) λ
(
N
∪
n=1
T n(J)
)
> 1− ǫ.
(4) λ
(
TN(J) ∩ J
)
> (1 − ǫ)λ(J).
Let T be an IET such that the above Theorem holds. Let ǫi =
1
3i . Choose
Ni ∈ N increasing and intervals Ji ⊂ [0, 1) such that:
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(1) Ji ∩ T n(Ji) = ∅ for 0 < n < Ni.
(2) T is continuous on T n(Ji) for 0 ≤ n < Ni.
(3) λ
(
Ni
∪
n=1
T n(Ji)
)
> 1− 3−i.
(4) λ
(
TNi(Ji) ∩ Ji
)
> (1− 3−i)λ(Ji).
Notice that
|TNjx− x| <
1
Nj3j
for any x ∈
Nj
∪
n=1
T n
(
Jj ∩ T
−Nj(Jj)
)
.
This is a set of measure at least 1− 2(3−j). Likewise,
|T kNjx− x| <
k
N j3j
for x ∈
Nj
∪
n=1
T n
(
Jj ∩ T
−Nj(Jj) ∩ ... ∩ T
−kNj(Jj)
)
.
This set has measure at least 1− (k + 1)3−j. Let ai =
1
2jNj
for all
2j−1Nj−1 ≤ i < 2jNj . If
x ∈
Nj
∪
n=1
T n
(
Jj ∩ T
−Nj(Jj) ∩ ... ∩ T
−2jNj (Jj)
)
then
λ
(
2jNj
∪
i=2j−1Nj−1
B(T ix, ai)
)
< N j
1
2jNj
+ 2jNj
1
3jNj
.
Almost every x is eventually in
Nj
∪
n=1
T n
(
Jj ∩ T
−Nj(Jj) ∩ ... ∩ T
−2jNj(Jj)
)
for all large enough j (because
∞∑
j=1
(2j + 1)3−j < ∞). Therefore
λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T ix, ai)
)
= 0 for almost all x. In fact, by examining how x travels
in
Nj
∪
n=1
T n(Jj) one gets λ
(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T ix, ai)
)
= 0 for every x. Observing that a is
standard establishes Theorem 8.
This sequence is picked especially to take advantage of the rigidity of T . Section 6
shows that for many natural sequences b there exists one and the same full measure
set such that λ(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T ix, bi)) = 1 for every x.
Remark 6. Almost every IET has the property that the orbit of every point is
dense. It follows that for almost every IET
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T ix, ai) is a dense Gδ set for
any a with ai > 0 for all i.
5. Rauzy-Veech induction
Our treatment of Rauzy-Veech induction will be the same as in [28, Section
7]. We recall it here. Let T be a d-IET with permutation π. Let δ+(T ) be the
rightmost discontinuity of T and δ−(T ) be the rightmost discontinuity of T
−1. Let
δmax(T ) = max{δ+(T ), δ−(T )}. Let I(1)(T ) = [0, δmax(T )). Consider the induced
map of T on [0, δmax) denoted T |[0,δmax). If δ+ 6= δ− this is a d-IET on a smaller
interval, perhaps with a different permutation. We will often write δ−, δ+, δmax, I
(1)
for δ−(T ), δ+(T ), δmax(T ), I
(1)(T ) when there is no confusion.
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If δmax = δ+ we say the first step in Rauzy-Veech induction is a. In this case
the permutation of R(T ) is given by
(2) π′(j) =


π(j) j ≤ π−1(d)
π(d) j = π−1(d) + 1
π(j − 1) otherwise
.
We keep track of what has happened under Rauzy-Veech induction by a matrix
M(T, 1) where
(3) M(T, 1)[ij] =


δi,j j ≤ π−1(d)
δi,j−1 j > π
−1(d) and i 6= d
δπ−1(d),j i = d
.
If δmax = δ− we say the first step in Rauzy-Veech induction is b. In this case the
permutation of R(T ) is given by
(4) π′(j) =


π(j) π(j) ≤ π(d)
π(j) + 1 π(d) < π(j) < d
π(d) + 1 π(j) = d
.
We keep track of what has happened under Rauzy-Veech induction by a matrix
(5) M(T, 1)[ij] =
{
1 i = d and j = π−1(d)
δi,j otherwise
.
The matrices described above depend on whether the step is a or b and the permu-
tation T has. The following well known lemmas which are immediate calculations
help motivate the definition of M(T, 1).
Lemma 5. If R(T ) = SL,π then the length vector of T is a real number multiple
of M(T, 1)L.
Let M∆ =MR
+
d ∩ ∆˚d. Recall ∆˚d is the interior of the simplex in R
d.
Lemma 6. An IET with lengths contained in M(T, 1)∆ and permutation π has the
same first step of Rauzy-Veech induction as T .
We define the nth matrix of Rauzy-Veech induction by
M(T, n) =M(T, n− 1)M(Rn−1(T ), 1).
Likewise, we define I(n)(T ) := I(1)(Rn−1(T )). We will often denote this by I(n).
It follows from Lemma 6 that for an IET with length vector in M(T, n)∆ and
permutation π the first n steps of Rauzy-Veech induction agree with T . If M is
any matrix, Ci(M) denotes the i
th column and Cmax(M) denotes the column with
the largest sum of entries. Let |Ci(M)| denote the sum of the entries in the ith
column. Versions of the following lemma are well known and we provide a proof
for completeness.
Lemma 7. IfM(Rn(T ), k) is a positive matrix and L = Ci(M(T,n+k))|Ci(M(T,n+k))| then SL,π(T )
agrees with T through the first n steps of Rauzy-Veech induction.
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Proof. By Lemma 5 the length vector for Rm(SL,π) is
Ci(M(R
m(T ),n+k−m))
|Ci(M(Rm(T ),n+k−m))|
for any
m where Rm(SL,π) is defined. By our assumption on the positivity of M(R
n(T ), k)
the vector Ci(M(R
n(T ),k))
|Ci(M(Rn(T ),k))|
is contained in ∆˚d. The lemma follows by Lemma 6 and
induction. 
For the proofs of Lemmas 8 and 9 in the next section some knowledge of Rokhlin
towers is needed. We recall what is used here. Given I
(n)
j (T ) = I
(n)
j its Rokhlin
tower is
|Cj(M(T,n))|−1
∪
i=0
T i(I
(n)
j ). By the construction of Rauzy-Veech induction T
acts continuously on this set. Also T |Cj(M(T,n))|(I
(n)
j ) ⊂ I
(n). Rokhlin towers are
used to recapture information about T from Rn(T ).
Let R(π) denote the set of permutations one can reach by some string of steps
a and b from π. Let ∆R(π) denote the set of IETs with one of these permutations.
The dependence on π will be suppressed when there is no confusion. LetmR denote
Lebesgue measure on ∆R.
The next definition does not appear in [28] (see [15]) but is important for the
next section.
Definition 7. A matrix M is called ν-balanced if 1
ν
< |Ci(M)||Cj(M)| < ν for all i and j.
Notice that if M is ν-balanced then |Ci(M)| >
|Cmax(M)|
ν
.
6. Proof of Theorem 9
The main goal of this section is establishing Theorem 9 to complement Section
4. Theorem 9 is proved by Proposition 7, which requires a definition.
Definition 8. A standard sequence {ai}∞i=1 is called 2-standard if there exists r ≥ 2
such that
{ri−1ari}
∞
i=1 = ar, rar2 , r
2ar3 , ...
is eventually decreasing.
Remark 7. If {iai}∞i=1 is eventually decreasing then a is 2-standard.
Proposition 7. There exists a full measure set of IETs V such that for any 2-
standard sequence a and any x ∈ [0, 1), λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T i(x), ai)
)
= 1.
Proposition 7 implies Theorem 9. This is because if {iai}∞i=1 is eventually de-
creasing then ai is 2-standard. If {iai}∞i=1 is eventually increasing then some 2-
standard sequence is term by term less than it.
Next is a criterion for an IET T to have λ
(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T ix, ai)
)
= 1 for every
2-standard sequence a. Lemma 9 and Proposition 9 prove that mR-almost every
IET satisfies the criterion.
Proposition 8. If {ai}∞i=1 is 2-standard and T is a λ-ergodic IET, such that there
exists r > 1, c > 0, e > 0 and a positive lower density set of natural numbers k
such that at least crk elements of {T r
k
x, T r
k+1x, ..., T r
k+1
x} are e
rk
separated then
λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T i(x), ai)
)
= 1.
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Proof. It suffices by the ergodicity of T to show λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T i(x), ai)
)
> 0
(Proposition 1). Assume {ki}∞i=1 is a sequence of positive density satisfying the
condition of the proposition. As before we want to consider
λ
(
rk+1
∪
i=rk
B(T ix, ai)\
rk
∪
i=N
B(T ix, ai)
)
when λ
(
rk
∪
i=N
B(T ix, ai)
)
is small. However, this approach does not work if c < 1
r
.
To work around this we will only pay attention to some of the ki. Let l1 = k1 and
inductively let
ln+1 = min{ki : r
ki > 3c−1rln+1}.
Notice that {li}
∞
i=1 is a set of positive density. Choose ǫ <
1
4ce. If
λ
(
r
lj
∪
i=N
B(T i(x), ai)
)
< ǫ then Lemma 1 implies
(6) λ
(
r
lj+1
∪
i=rlj
B(T ix, ai)\
r
lj−1+1
∪
i=N
B(T ix, ai)
)
> (crlj − 2rlj−1+1 −
ǫ
e
rlj )a
r
lj+1 >
1
4
crlj+1a
r
lj+1 .
Observe that ar, rar2 , ... is a decreasing sequence with divergent sum and thus∑
k∈S
rkark+1 = ∞ for any set S of positive lower density. This implies that
λ
(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T ix, ai)
)
> ǫ and the proposition follows. 
Remark 8. This proposition is false if one only assumes that the set of k has
positive upper density.
Next we will show that almost every IET satisfies the hypothesis of the Propo-
sition 8.
Definition 9. Given constants ν and e > 0 we say an IET T is i-good if:
(1) There exists n0 such that M(T, n0) is ν-balanced.
(2) |Cmax(M(T, n0))| ∈ [2i, 2i+1].
(3) Let Tn0 denote the IET R
n0(T ) (which is defined on I(n0)). For each x the
points of {Tn0(x), T
2
n0
(x), ..., T
⌈20ν2d⌉
n0 (x)} are
eλ(I(n0))
20ν2d separated.
Remark 9. The definition of i-good depends on ν and e but for readability this is
suppressed. One should think that in each Rauzy class we have an appropriate ν
and e but these may change in different Rauzy classes.
We now proceed with two lemmas which show that the i-good condition implies
a separation condition of the type in Proposition 8.
Lemma 8. Let T be i-good and n0, e, ν be as in the definition and r 6= r
′ < 2iνd be
natural numbers. If d(T rx, T r
′
x) < e20ν2d2i+1 then T
r(x) ∈
2i+1
∪
k=0
B(T ku, e20ν2d2i+1 )
and T r
′
x ∈
2i+1
∪
k=0
B(T kv, e20ν2d2i+1 ) where u, v are either discontinuities of R
n0(T ) or
0 or λ(I(n0)).
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Proof. Let ǫ > 0, B˜x(n, ǫ) =
n
∪
k=0
B(T kx, ǫ) and
Bˆm,r(ǫ) = ∪
v a discont of Tm
B˜v(r, ǫ)
and assume that
y /∈ Bˆn0,2i+1(ǫ) ∪
2i+1
∪
k=0
B(T k0, ǫ) ∪
2i+1
∪
k=0
B
(
T k
(
λ(I(n0))
)
, ǫ
)
.
(Note for ǫ not small enough there are no such y.) Because |Ci(M(T, n0))| < 2i+1
if k0 = min{k : T−k(y) ∈ I(n0)} we have that T−k0B(y, ǫ) ⊂ I
(n0)
j for some j and
that T−i acts continuously (and thus isometrically) on B(y, ǫ) for all 0 ≤ i < k0.
Let ǫ0 =
e
20ν2d2i+1 and if d(T
rx, T r
′
x) < ǫ0,
T rx /∈ Bˆn0,2i+1(ǫ0) ∪
2i+1
∪
k=0
B(T k0, ǫ0) ∪
2i+1
∪
k=0
B
(
T k
(
λ(I(n0))
)
, ǫ0
)
k = min{0 ≤ l : T−l(T rx) ∈ I(n)} and k′ = min{0 ≤ l : T−l(T r
′
x) ∈ I(n)} then
d(T−kT rx, T−k
′
T r
′
x) = d(T rx, T r
′
x). This contradicts the i-good assumption be-
cause if for instance r < r′ we have
T−k
′
T r
′
x ∈ {T−kT rx, Tn0(T
r−kx), ..., T ⌈20ν
2d⌉
n0
(T r−kx)}.

Lemma 9. If T is i-good then at least 2i20νd − 2(d + 1)2i+1 of the elements of
{x, Tx, ..., T ⌈2
i+120νd⌉x} are at least e20ν2d (2
i+1)−1 separated.
The number of points is positive because ν > 1.
Remark 10. The idea of Lemmas 8 and 9 is to make precise a straightforward
observation. Because T i is a (continuous) isometry on I
(n)
j for 0 ≤ i < |Ci(M(T, n))|
we have that if y is not too close to the early part of the orbit of a singularity
and if x is close to y then x and y pull back under T to close points in I
(n)
j .
Therefore the i-good condition gives separation for the orbit of points under T
away from discontinuities of T 2
i+1
(Lemma 8). Therefore if we examine enough
points a positive proportion must be separated (Lemma 9).
Proof. There are d − 1 discontinuities of Tn0 and by the i-good condition the
Rokhlin towers over any sub-interval of I(n0) have at most 2i+1 levels. So there
are at most 2i+1(d + 1) points that the previous lemma does not rule out being
e
20ν2d (2
i+1)−1 separated. Also by the ν-balanced condition the Rokhlin towers over
any sub-interval of I(n0) have at least 2iν−1 levels and therefore the images of
{Tn0(x), T
2
n0
(x), ..., T
⌈20ν2d⌉
n0 (x)} under T before first return to I
(n0) have at least
20ν2d(2iν−1) = 20νd2i elements. 
The proof of Proposition 7 is completed by the following proposition which shows
the almost every IET is i-good for a positive density set of i. By Lemma 9 these
IETs satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 8.
Proposition 9. There exists a constant c′
R
> 0 such that for mR-almost every
IET T ,
{i : T is i-good} ⊂ N
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has lower density at least c′
R
> 0 where c′
R
is a constant depending only on R (and
e, ν in the definition of i-good).
To prove this proposition we first establish other results. Kerckhoff proved in-
dependence type results for Rauzy-Veech induction that we provide a slight refor-
mulation of [15, Corollary 1.7].
Proposition 10. (Kerckhoff) Let R be one of the Rauzy classes of permutations
of d-IETs. There exist p > 0,K > 1 and ν0 > 1 depending only on R such that for
any matrix of Rauzy-Veech induction M ′ =M(S, n) we have
(7) mR({T : π(T ) = π(S), T ∈M
′
∆∃m > n such that M(T,m) is
ν0-balanced and |Cmax(M(T,m))| < K
d|Cmax(M
′)|}) > pmR(M
′
∆)
This proposition is useful because the constants are independent of M ′.
Corollary 6. For mR-almost every IET T the set
{i : ∃n such that M(T, n) is ν0-balanced and |Cmax(M(T, n))| ∈ [2
i, 2i+1]} ⊂ N
has lower density at least cR > 0 where cR is a constant depending only on R and
ν0.
Proof. Consider the independent µ distributed random variables F1, F2, ... where µ
takes value 1 with probability p and 0 with probability 1 − p and Fi : Ω → {0, 1}.
Recall that one puts a probability measure µN on Ω such that for any k ≤ n and
a1, ..., an ∈ {0, 1} where k of the ai are 1 we have
µN({t ∈ Ω : Fi = ai for all i ≤ n}) = p
k(1− p)n−k.
By the strong law of large numbers, for µN-almost every t ∈ Ω we have
lim
n→∞
n∑
i=1
Fi(t)
n
= p. Let
G(T ) = {i : ∃n such that M(T, n) is ν0-balanced and |Cmax(M(T, n))| ∈ [2
i, 2i+1]}.
By the previous proposition, given G(S) ∩ [0, N ] the conditional probability that
N + i ∈ G(S) for some 0 < i ≤ ⌈d log2(K)⌉ is at least p. Thus for any natural
numbers n1, n2, ..., nk
(8) mR({S : [ni⌈d log2(K)⌉, (ni + 1)⌈d log2(K)⌉] ∩G(S) 6= ∅ ∀i ≤ k})
≥ µN({t : Fni(t) = 1 ∀i ≤ k}).
This implies that from mR-almost every T , G(T ) has lower density at least
p
⌈d log2(K)⌉
. 
This proposition is useful because of the next result.
Proposition 11. (Kerckhoff [15, Corollary 1.2]) If M is ν0-balanced and W ⊂ ∆d
is a measurable set, then
mR(W )
mR(∆d)
<
mR(MW )
mR(M∆d)
(ν0)
−d.
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This proposition is useful because informally what it says is that when M(T, n)
is balanced then the conditional probability of the next sequence of steps of Rauzy-
Veech induction is proportional to the measure of IETs with that initial sequence
of steps of Rauzy-Veech induction.
Corollary 7. For any measurable U ⊂ ∆d−1 we have
{i < N : ∃n with |Cmax(M(T, n))| ∈ [2
i, 2i+1] and
L(RnT )
|L(Rn(T ))|
∈ U}
has density at least cRν
−d
0 mR(U) where cR and ν0 are as in Corollary 6.
Proof. It follows from Corollary 6 that for almost every IET T there exists
{ir}∞r=1 ⊂ N of lower density at least cR and {nr}
∞
r=1 ⊂ N such that
M(T, nr) is ν0-balanced and |Cmax(M(T, nr))| ∈ [2
ir , 2ir+1].
It follows from the proportional independence provided by Proposition 11 (analo-
gously to the proof of that Corollary 6) that mR-almost surely a set of r of lower
density at least ν−d0 mR(U) have
L(RnrT )
|L(Rnr (T ))| ∈ U . 
Proof of Proposition 9. Let Ue ⊂ ∆R be the set of IETs S where the elements of
{Sx, S2x, ..., S⌈20ν
2d⌉x} are e20ν2d separated for all x ∈ [0, 1). It is easy to see that for
small enough e we have mR(Ue) > 0. Notice that if |Cmax(M(T, n))| ∈ [2
i, 2i+1]
then I(n)(T ) > 12i+1 . Therefore if R
n(T ) is ν-balanced and |Cmax(M(T, n))| ∈
[2i, 2i+1] and L(R
n(T ))
|L(Rn(T ))| ∈ Ue then T is i-good. The proposition now follows from
Corollary 7. 
We have established Theorem 9, but one can also establish the dual formulation.
By similar arguments and Lemma 4 it follows that there exists a full measure set
of IETs V such that for any a standard and {iai}∞i=1 monotone, T ∈ V we have
λ
( ∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
T−i(B(y, ai))
)
= 1 for every y.
There are similar versions of Theorem 9 and the preceding comment for almost
every direction of almost every flat surface. This follows by Fubini’s theorem and
a parallel argument to the proof of Corollary 5.
7. concluding remarks
We established that for any {ai}∞i=1 and flat surface Q almost every direc-
tion satisfies that B(y, ai) is Borel-Cantelli for any y. Moreover, any x is in
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
T−i(B(y, ai)) for almost every y. In [27] it was shown that this can not
be improved to be a statement about every pair (x, y). In fact, for rotations (Q the
torus) the set of y such the lim inf
i→∞
i|y−Riα(x)| > 0 is a set of Hausdorff dimension
1 for any x and α.
Likewise, Theorem 8 can not be improved to be a statement about every IET.
There are many IETs that satisfy MSTP, in particular Pseudo-Anosov IETs. (Re-
call that an IET is Psuedo-Anosov if it is fixed up to rescaling by a power of
Rauzy-Veech induction.) This follows from the fact that they are linearly recurrent
and by modifying Kurzweil’s proof that rotation by a badly approximable number
satisfies MSTP. It also follows from [7, Theorem 1]. A particular case of this is given
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by any minimal IET which has its lengths chosen over the same quadratic number
field [6]. For IETs MSTP also survives inducing on sub-intervals of [0, 1). This
implies that the induced map of a rotation by a badly approximable number gives
a 3-IET satisfying MSTP. Therefore, there are IETs that satisfy MSTP and have
lim inf
n→∞
n e(n) = 0 (one can see this by inducing a rotation by a badly approximable
number on a generic interval). For rotations this does not happen.
Question 1. Fix x and T . Does the set {y : lim inf
i→∞
i|T ix− y| > 0} have Hausdorff
dimension 1?
Question 2. Does there exist a (not necessarily decreasing) sequence {ai}
∞
i=1 with
divergent sum and a positive measure set of IETs M , such that for all T ∈ M ,
λ(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
B(T i(x), ai)) = 0 for almost every x?
Such a sequence does not exist for rotations. This fact follows from Kurzweil’s
proof of the first part of Theorem 2.
Question 3. Let {yi}
∞
i=1 be a sequence of points is [0, 1) and {ai}
∞
i=1 be a sequence
of positive real numbers with divergent sum. Is it true that for almost every IET
T , we have λ(
∞
∩
n=1
∞
∪
i=n
T−i(B(yi, ai))) = 1?
This is true for rotations. This fact follows from Kurzweil’s proof of the first
part of Theorem 2.
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